
 

Unleash Your Boundless Potential 
Source: Kundalini Yoga: Unlock Your Inner Potential Through Life Changing Exercise pg 169 
 
The world is more chaotic now than ever before. We are keeping schedules that are so 
busy that we rarely have time for any peace and quiet at all. The demands of modern 
society have us more connected to screens than to each other - more disconnected 
from our souls than ever before. But we can break the chains of the chaos by choosing 
to give ourselves the time and the space for our personal growth and development - 
connecting to the truth that lives within each and every one us.  
 
In addition to our busy schedules preventing us from doing the work we need to do to 
heal our pasts and create our futures, many of us are are dealing with fear related 
emotions - depression, anxiety, anger and frustration. It’s very easy to get caught up in 
those kinds of emotions - and when we do, it can feel impossible to break free from 
them. But there IS something we can do to move through those emotions. At any 
moment in time, we can drop into the Heart Center, connecting to the peace that 
resides there.  
 
The meditation we are practicing for this class allows us to do exactly that. The left palm 
is placed at the natural home of prana and creates a deep peace at that point. The right 
hand that brings you to action and analysis, is placed in a receptive, relaxed mudra in 
the position of peace. The pranayam (consciously breathing to affect prana, or life force) 
conditions both the heart and the lungs, and creates a still point for prana at the Heart 
Center. This meditation creates a feeling of peace and calmness, it helps clarify our 
perceptions of our relationship to ourselves and to others, and allows us to connect 
deeply to our own inner truth so that we can move from our hearts rather than our 
heads. When we move through life from the space of the heart, we are able to create 
amazing changes - not only in our own lives, but in the lives of everyone around us.  
 
For this class, Karena leads us through a few quick and easy warm up exercises so that 
we can bring prana to the body and prepare ourselves for the meditation. It is not 
necessary to warm up before meditation, but many people find that doing so allows 
them to drop into a meditative space much easier. For this handout, we will share with 
you the instructions for the entire class, so that if you choose to practice it at home on 
your own, you have everything you need easily available to you! 
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Tuning In Before Your Kundalini Yoga Practice 
Sources: The Aquarian Teacher, page 78 
Kundalini Yoga Sadhana Guidelines, pages 71-72 
Kundalini Yoga U Mantrapedia 
 
"Whenever you chant Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo, 
through the grace and blessing of Guru Ram Das, 
Bhagvati, the creative power of the universe, God, 
the Ultimate, the Infinite, dwells in you as a yogi , 
and that is what you teach. Concentrate on the 
Heavens when you chant it. See what a difference 
it makes." - Yogi Bhajan, Kundalini Rising! Spring 
1994 
 
Yogi Bhajan often asked his students “What is our 
first mantra?” The answer is Ong Namo Guru Dev 
Namo - also known as the Adi Mantra. This mantra 
is chanted three times before every Kundalini Yoga 
practice. Tuning in with the Adi Mantra brings us to 
an open space of receptivity, centers us in the moment, calls upon the Divine Teacher 
within, and connects us to the Golden Chain of Teachers who came before us. It is a 
beautiful way to prepare for your yoga practice - and reminds us that all the wisdom that 
we need is available to us at any moment.  
 
People often ask what is meant by the Golden Chain. This concept can be described in 
many ways, but essentially the Golden chain is the wisdom that has been passed down 
by all of the teachers who came before us. By chanting the Adi Mantra, we are 
connecting to the infinite wisdom of the Universe - including the wisdom that resides 
within each one of us. Tuning in allows us to become open and receptive to that wisdom 
and to the subtle messages from our higher consciousness. 
 
The Golden Chain is like a flame being lit from person to person to person.  As the 
flame is passed on, the energy from the original flame lives on, from each teacher to 
their student, to their student’s student, and onward and onward.  When you chant this 
mantra, you are linking into that eternal flame and igniting your inner teacher and inner 
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guidance to unite with the teachings that go back through the ages.  Chanting the Adi 
Mantra heightens your sensitivity and receptivity to allow your intuition to tap into the 
ancestral knowledge of this chain. 
 
Mantra 
Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo 
  
Translation 
Ong Namo: I bow to the subtle divine wisdom 
Guru Dev Namo: I bow to the divine teacher within. 
 
Instructions: Start by sitting in easy pose with a straight spine. Take a few nice deep 
breaths, becoming present for your practice. Bring your hands into prayer pose at the 
heart center, thumbs pressed into the sternum. Close your eyes, and focus your 
attention at the Brow Point. Inhale deeply, and chant the mantra in one long breath as 
you exhale. Chant in a monotone, except for the word “dev”, which is chanted a minor 
third higher than the rest of the words. 
 
Ong: The word Ong is a variation of the word Om. Om refers to God in the Absolute, or 
unmanifested state. Ong refers to the infinite creative aspect of God, or God as the 
Creator. When you chant Ong, the ‘ng’ sound is emphasized, and is created in the 
upper chamber of the sinuses, like a conch. The mouth remains open, increasing the 
resonance of the sound. 
 
Namo: The word Namo means to call upon, or to bow with deep reverence and 
receptivity. When you chant Namo, the ‘oh’ sound is held much longer than ‘Nam’.  
 
“Ong Namo calls on your consciousness to become subtle and receptive to its higher 
resources. It instructs the conscious and the subconscious to let go of the normal 
restrictions to functioning that is imposed by the limited ego.” (The Aquarian Teacher, 
page 78) 
 
Guru: The word Guru refers to a source of knowledge that relieves pain and increases 
awareness. When broken down, Gu = ignorance or darkness. Ru = light or knowledge. 
Guru is that which brings us from darkness to lightness. When you chant Guru, Gu 
sounds a little bit like the word good. The second syllable, ru, rhymes with the word true. 
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Dev: The word Dev refers to the the subtle, etheric realms of God, where wisdom and 
sophistication live. Remember,  Dev is chanted a minor third higher than the rest of the 
words.  
 
Guru dev namo calls upon the subtle wisdom that is stored and carried through the 
subtle and radiant bodies of the aura.  
 
*Yogi Tip: Sometimes, you will see people chanting this mantra in two distinct breaths. 
This is not how it was taught by Yogi Bhajan. Please do your best to chant this mantra 
in a single breath. If you MUST take in a little air after chanting ‘Ong Namo’ do not take 
in a full inhale because you will change the rhythm of the mantra. It is worth noting that 
you can also shorten the length of the chant. Yogi Bhajan chanted this mantra a bit 
shorter than most teachers do today! 
 
Optional - The Mangala Charn Mantra 
You may also choose to chant the Mangala Charn mantra three times after tuning in 
with the Adi mantra. This is a mantra to call upon the protective energy of the Universe, 
and is a great way to invoke extra protection during your practice.  
 
Mantra 
Aad Guray Nameh Jugaad Guray Nameh Sat Guray Nameh Siri Guru Devay Namah 
  
Translation 
I bow to the primal Guru 
I bow to the truth that has existed throughout the ages 
I bow to True Wisdom 
I bow to the Great Divine Wisdom 
 

Warm Up Exercises 

Neck Rolls 
● Sit in Easy Pose or on the heels in Rock Pose. 
● Lengthen the neck with Neck Lock, and lift the heart center up. 
● Inhale and roll the head in circles to the side and back, allowing the heart center 

to come up. 
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● Exhale as the head comes to the other side and forward. 
● Reverse the direction of your neck rolls for the same amount of time. 

Yogi Tip: Feel the neck roll rooted in the Heart Center. Be very gentle with the neck, 
especially if you have had any previous injury to the neck or spine.  

 
Torso Circles 

● Sit in Easy Pose. 
● Grab hold of the knees. 
● From the Heart Center, rotate your torso in a wide sweeping motion, creating a 

large circles around the hips. 
● The head and shoulders follow the Heart Center. 
● Inhale as the body rotates forward. 
● Exhale as you rotate backwards. 
● The normal pace for Torso Circles varies a little bit - but is approximately 2 

seconds per rotation. In this class, we practiced them at a much slower pace so 
that we could gently warm up the body and keep the mind relaxed. 
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Breath of Fire (with hands resting on knees) 
Yogi Tip: Breath of Fire while pregnant is not advised. Refrain from practicing Breath of 
Fire during the first or second days (or heaviest days) of your menstrual cycle, 
depending on the intensity of the flow. Instead, please practice long, deep breathing.  
 
In general, women are advised to increase their awareness of their bodies during 
menstruation and adapt the level of exercise accordingly. A light Breath of Fire is 
permissible during the rest of the menstrual cycle.  

● Sit in Easy Pose with a straight spine. Hands 
rest gently on your knees. 

● Begin to practice Breath of Fire: 
○ Breath of Fire is rapid, rhythmic, and 

continuous. It is equal on the inhale and 
the exhale, with no pause between them. 
(Approximately 2-3 cycles per second.) 

○ It is always practiced through the nostrils 
with mouth closed, unless stated 
otherwise. 

○ Breath of Fire is powered from the Navel 
Point and solar plexus. To exhale, the air 
is expelled through the nose, by pressing 
the Navel Point and solar plexus back 
toward the spine. This feels automatic if you contract the diaphragm 
rapidly. 

○ The inhale comes in as part of relaxation rather than through effort; the 
upper abdominal muscles relax, the diaphragm extends down, and the 
breath naturally comes in to fill the vacuum created by the exhale. 

○ The chest stays relaxed and slightly lifted throughout the breathing cycle. 
○ When done correctly, there should be no rigidity in the hands, feet, face, 

or abdomen. 
● To End: Inhale deeply. Suspend the breath. Exhale and relax. 

 
Energy Awareness 
Yogi Tip: This is not a Kundalini Yoga asana - this is an energetic practice that Karena 
loves to share with her students, and can be really helpful at developing an awareness 
of the energy field surrounding you! 

● Bring your hands together in front of your heart. 
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● Begin to slowly open and close the hands, creating a positive vibration in front of 
the heart center.  

● Begin to notice if you can visualize and feel the energy being created between 
your hands.  

● Then draw your hands towards your heart center, bringing that loving vibration 
towards your heart. Hold your palms facing your heart, allowing the energy to 
penetrate your heart center. 

● Then let your palms face up with your elbows resting at your sides, giving that 
loving energy back to the Universe.  

● Enjoy the cycle of giving and receiving this loving energy! 

 
Spinal Twists 

● In Easy Pose, grasp your shoulders with your fingers in front, thumbs in back. 
● Inhale and twist to the left, exhale and twist to the right.  
● Breath long and deep.  
● To End: Inhale facing forward, then relax. 
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Spinal Flexes (hands on shins) 
● Sitting in Easy Pose, hold your shins with both hands.  
● As you inhale, flex your spine forward and lift the chest.  
● As you exhale, flex your spine back, keeping the shoulders relaxed and the head 

straight.  
● Continue rhythmically while breathing deeply.  
● To End: Inhale, suspend the breath. Exhale, relax. 

 
Spinal Flexes (hands on knees) 

● Sitting in Easy Pose, place your hands on your knees.  
● As you inhale, flex your spine forward and lift the chest.  
● As you exhale, flex your spine back, keeping the shoulders relaxed and the head 

straight.  
● Continue rhythmically while breathing deeply.  
● To End: Inhale, suspend the breath. Exhale, relax. 
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Shoulder Shrugs 
● Remain seated in Easy Pose. Hands are on your knees.  
● Shrug both shoulders up on the inhale, down on the exhale.  
● Continue. 
● To End: Inhale and hold the posture for 15 seconds with your shoulders pressed 

up. Then relax the breath & the shoulders. 

 

Meditation For A Calm Heart 
Yogi Tip: If you are new to meditation and pranayam, you 
might choose to start with 3 minutes of this practice, and 
gradually work your way up to the full 11 minutes.  
 
Posture: Sit in an Easy Pose with a straight spine and a 
light neck lock. Place your left hand on the center of your 
chest at the Heart Center. The palm is flat against the 
chest, and the fingers are parallel to the ground, pointing 
to the right. 
 
Mudra: Bring your right hand into Gyan Mudra (touch the 
tip of the index [Jupiter] finger with the tip of the thumb). 
Raise your right hand up to your right side as if you are 
taking a pledge. The palm faces forward, the three fingers 
not in Gyan Mudra point straight up. Your elbow is 
relaxed near your side with your forearm perpendicular to 
the ground. 
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Eyes: Either close your eyes or look straight ahead with the eyes 1/10th open. 
 
Breath: Inhale slowly and deeply through both nostrils. Then suspend the breath in and lift the 
chest. Retain it as long as possible. Then exhale smoothly, gradually, and completely. When the 
breath is totally out, lock the breath out for as long as possible. 
 
Concentrate on the flow of the breath. Regulate each bit of the breath consciously. 
 
To End: Inhale and exhale strongly 3 times. Relax. 
 

Closing your practice 
Because this was not a full yoga class with a kriya and meditation, we ended by simply 
bringing our hands into prayer pose at the heart center and chanting 3 long Sat Nams to 
close out our practice. Sat means Truth. And Nam means Name. When we chant “Sat 
Nam”, we are connecting with Truth as the ultimate expression of who we really are.  
 
In Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi Bhajan, we end classes by singing “The Long Time 
Sun.” When you have finished your meditation, you may also choose to close your 
practice in this way.  

● Bring your hands into Prayer Pose at your Heart Center. 
● Sing “May the long time sun shine upon you. All love surround you. And the pure 

light within you guide your way on.”  
● Repeat a total of 3 times.  
● End with a long “Sat Nam”.  
● You may also choose to say a prayer at this time. It’s a beautiful way to complete 

your practice! 
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